Multi-sensory digital and paper-based blended teaching and learning in school and at home:
Wand Phonics with Phonics International and/or No Nonsense Phonics
Information and Guidance

•

•
•

Debbie Hepplewhite has designed these three
separate bodies of work over many years to be
suitable as ‘stand alone’ programmes and to be
complementary to one another.
They support training, teaching and learning,
and working in partnerships, flexibly, in various
contexts.
Wand Phonics can be used with either the
Phonics International programme’s core
resources (as a minimum), and/or the No
Nonsense Phonics programme, to fulfil the
basic literacy foundations for reading, spelling,
handwriting, vocabulary enrichment and
building up knowledge of spelling word banks,
that schools are accountable to provide.

•

•

•

Wand Phonics is outstanding in its provision
of the sounds (phonemes) of the English
language throughout the programme (a
phoneme is the smallest unit of sound
featured in all-through-the-word systematic
synthetic phonics practices and
programmes).
The platform also provides audio and written
guidance for every activity to support and
train teachers, to instruct and assess learners,
and to inform parents and carers at ‘home’.
Full audio is provided for modelling the three
core phonics skills and their sub-skills at
code/word/text level for reading and
code/word level for spelling.

•

•
•
•

Wand Phonics is suitable for independent home-use. The
content is not ‘babyish’ and yet starts teaching the English
alphabetic code and the phonics skills used for reading,
spelling and writing purposes for beginners at a simple level
through to an advanced and complex level of code and
words.
The language used in Wand Phonics is based on teaching a
CODE (letters and letter groups are ‘code for the sounds’
rather than letters ‘making’ or ‘saying’ sounds).
The illustrations are cartoon-like and suitable for learners of
any age.
Wand Phonics is particularly supportive for when English is
being learnt as a new or additional language – and for
teachers and any supporting adults who may not be
completely confident in the sounds of the English language
and systematic synthetic phonics provision.

•

Wand Phonics supports independent practice for individual learners in school - and at home - in addition to the teacher’s main phonics lessons in school with the Phonics
International programme’s (or the No Nonsense Phonics programme’s) core paper-based resources.

•

The audio for instructions, guidance, modelled sounds, and application of decoding and encoding (phonics skills), and audio of the texts read aloud, enables self-checking and
self-teaching, with constant reminders of the sounds, oral blending and oral segmenting practice, and the rhythms and expression of spoken language (prosody).

•

The digital platform engages learners in this modern era, but the content and activities are not designed as ‘entertainment’ which can be a distraction – all the activities are fully
fit-for-purpose with specific learning intentions.

•

Learners who find phonics difficult and need extra ‘little and often’ practice will benefit from the level of audio support and clear, repetitive routines of Wand Phonics.

Rationale, Notation and Structure of 120 Lessons for Wand Phonics (Wand Education)
by Debbie Hepplewhite MBE FRSA (of Phonics International Ltd)
https://phonicsinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Rationale_Notation_Structure_-Wand_Phonics_2021.pdf

•

For an inexpensive in-depth, self-study course of Debbie’s ‘Two-pronged systematic and incidental phonics teaching and learning’ approach, see:
https://phonicstrainingonline.com

•

The Phonics International website provides extensive information, training, programme resources and additional resources for professional development including embedded
PowerPoints, videos and printable documents – everything is FREE see here: https://phonicsinternational.com .

•

Teachers need to become familiar with the rationale, guidance, information and training via the Phonics International site for delivery of the core resources, phonics routines,
and level of practice provided by the DfE-validated Phonics International programme. For ‘How to set up and use your core and essential Phonics International resources’ go to
‘The BIG Pink Button’ via the homepage.

•

Also provided via the homepage of Phonics International is information, and links, to the No Nonsense Phonics site at https://phonicsintervention.org .
Here there are videos and free training PowerPoints – including with audio.

•

Ready-made, hard copy (to buy) resources for No Nonsense Phonics and Phonics International can be ordered via this site including Pupil Books, Teacher Books and visual aids
such as Alphabetic Code Charts, Alphabet Tabletop, Frieze, Flash Cards, Sounds Mats, Mini Code Cards and Phonics Reading Books. There are also additional free resources.

Two-Session Teaching and Learning Cycle
•

Teachers, special needs support teachers or assistants, tutors, and parents or carers providing home-education, need to be knowledgeable about the routine phonics ‘Teaching
and Learning Cycle’ to organize and structure their systematic synthetic phonics provision.

•

Generally, Debbie suggests that for sufficient quality and quantity of learner-practice (at code, word and text level for reading and spelling/writing, and associated vocabulary
enrichment and language comprehension), two sessions of phonics are likely to be required for each featured letter/s-sound correspondence (of the alphabetic code).

•

If time runs out for any session (lesson), however, always begin the following session from where in the ‘teaching and learning cycle’ activities had to stop in the previous session
to ensure quality completion of all the various practice activities.

•

When teachers have decided which paper-based core resources to use for their main phonics provision via the ‘teaching and learning cycle’ routine, and they are fully familiar
with all the teaching and learning resources (whether printed from the free Phonics International programme, or ready-made from the No Nonsense Phonics Skills series), they
can then decide how best to incorporate use of the Wand Phonics lessons’ content.

•

Learners can be trained in school how to do the activities of each Wand Phonics lesson at home (for example, as revision and homework).

•

Teachers can model use of both the core and essential main phonics programmes’ resources and the Wand Phonics activities in parents’ information events and/or via written
guidance.

•

Teachers can enable reinforcement of the main phonics teaching and learning using Wand Phonics in the school to complement the core paper-based practice in extra time.

This complete cycle from code to words to plain texts is likely to require at least two sessions. Remember quality and quantity of direct pupil-practice will lead to greater success.

Book Experience
Additional time in school (and hopefully in the home) needs to be provided for beginners’ book-experience. This can vary from individual practice with cumulative, decodable, reading
books (sometimes books selected for the purpose of independent phonics practice may be more suitable featuring the code lagging behind the main phonics provision), to sharing books
with adults (guided reading with groups or whole classes reading collaboratively), or being read-to by adults featuring content from the wider curriculum.
See Debbie’s suggestions for book selection in schools here: https://debbiehepplewhite.com/the-issue-of-matched-texts-is-clearly-worrying-schools-what-are-the-practicalities/

Information about Debbie’s Phonics Reading Books which align with
Wand Phonics can be found here:
https://phonicsintervention.org/product-category/phonicsreading-books/

The infographic above for schools is available here:

The infographic above is for parents and carers:

Reading Purpose and Choice of Texts for Beginning and
Developing Readers

Reading with your child – in school and at home

https://phonicsinternational.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/02/AS-DH-Reading-StrandsPoster-2021.pdf

https://phonicsinternational.com/wpcontent/uploads/2021/02/v2-Final-Draft-AS-DH-LMReading-Strands-Poster-2021-Parent-Version-.pdf
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